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Green Infrastructure (GI)

is a strategically planned and managed network of 
open spaces, natural lands, wildlife habitats, 
parks, and other assets 
that provide communities with the vital services 
that enrich and sustain their quality of life.

Green Infrastructure Planning 

seeks to situate land development 
and land conservation together in a way that 
leverages natural environmental patterns. 
In so doing, green infrastructure promotes 
both conservation and smart growth.

Green Infrastructure Planning reorders the traditional land development process by identifying, prioritizing, and 
protecting the landscapes most valuable assets first, as opposed to after development has already occurred.

Even in already developed areas, green infrastructure plans can illustrate resources that still need 
protection and highlight areas that would benefit from rehabilitation. 

In this way, green infrastructure becomes a viable solution to many of our local and global challenges.

The Green Infrastructure Center outlines a six-step process for generating green infrastructure plans:

1

Set Goals

2

Review Data

3

Map GI Assets

4

Assess Risk

5

Develop 

Opportunities

6

Implementation
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Esri’s Green Infrastructure Initiative

ArcGIS

A collection of authoritative geospatial resources, newly generated data, online applications, and 

downloadable models with the aim of empowering local organizations engaged in GI work, all 

while initiating a national vision of GI planning.



ArcGIS

Source Data Models Apps 

Newly generated national inventory of intact landscape cores

Soon to come newly generated national connectivity assessment  

New Core Data



ArcGIS

Models Apps New Core Data

A one stop location for downloading the most commonly used

and authoritative data for GI planning

Source Data



ArcGIS

Source Data Apps New Core Data Models

Freely available and configurable ArcGIS Desktop and Pro models 

for generating your organizations GI assets using your data



ArcGIS

Source Data ModelsNew Core Data Apps 

Apps that are both freely available and others that function with ArcGIS online 

for engaging in GI asset identification, prioritization, and customizable analysis 
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Select Your

Landscape Cores
Prioritize Your

Landscape Cores
GeoPlanner

https://green-infrastructure.esri.com/FilterCores/index.html
https://green-infrastructure.esri.com/ScoreCores/index.html
https://green-infrastructure.esri.com/ScoreCores/index.html
http://geoplanner.arcgis.com/




Esri’s Green Infrastructure Initiative

Learn more about

visit

www.esri.com/greeninfrastructure


